In February, UNHCR IBV data management team provided the following feedback regarding IBV activities:

1. Agencies should share the list of potential IBVs with UNHCR to check their eligibility before 3 working days of engaging them in any activity.
2. Agencies must check their IBVs’ records continuously and update UNHCR on not reported or updated ones.
3. UNHCR should be informed immediately when fixed or rotational IBV cease to be employed by agencies.
4. Agencies should use the IBV module on RAIS to conduct pre-eligibility check before engaging individuals in IBV activities.

*All reported figures and analysis on this factsheet are based on the Incentive-Based Volunteering data submitted by humanitarian actors in Zaatari camp for February, and are therefore not representative of the IBV who were employed by agencies who did not submit.

**Key Figures for February 2022**:
- Total camp Active population: 74,907
- Total camp Active population (18+): 33,077
- Total camp population Active cases: 16,149
- Total number of Active cases engaged IBVs: 2,870
- Percentage of Active cases engaged IBVs: 18%
- Total number of vulnerable IBVs: 760
- Total number of IBVs who have vulnerable family member: 1114